WATER - WISCONSIN
Chippewa
Springs

Chippewa Springs

Chippewa Springs is a 110-year
old company founded by
Governor Thaddeus Pound,

grandfather of Ezra Pound, Nobel Prize winning poet laureate,
and child of the spring. As a congressman, Thaddeus had the water
from the spring shipped to Washington, DC for his personal consumption.
He was the first to arrange to have the head of the Coastal Survey test the
water in the Federal Laboratory, where its remarkable purity level (92 PPM)
was first noted in 1880. Amazingly, the water tests the same to this day.
Today, Chippewa Spring Water is distributed by more than 110 distributors
in 18 states. Our water is still bottled at the source and our bottling plant
has the honor of being one of less than 100 plants in the world to be NSF
(National Sanitation Foundation Certified). It is naturally fresh, naturally
pure and naturally delicious. Taste the difference. www.chippewa.
premiumwaters.com

CHIPPEWA SPRING WATER

1/24/16.9oz btl. #11505

Nestled in the wooded hills of Chippewa Falls,
Wisconsin, our water is born into this world from the
rarest of sources...a natural spring that relies solely
on the natural filtration of glacial formation that began
over 500 million years ago. Chippewa Spring Water is
as pure today as when we first tested it over a century
ago. More importantly, its taste and refreshment have
never been equaled.
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SODA - ILLINOIS
Rocky's
Beverage

Rocky's Beverage

Rocky Mosele is an avid healthconscious professional. His search
for the perfect ginger beer to

compliment his cocktails was disappointing. There was nothing
on the market that fit his standards of quality. Having just successfully
launched his beverage company in 2013, he saw a void in the market for
a domestically made gourmet-quality ginger beer. After researching the
product and taste testing various combinations with friends, family and
beverage professionals, he created a special hand-crafted recipe with real
Old World taste. Rocky's Ginger Beer is a superior product with better
ingredients, and available at a better price than the leading brands.

ROCKY'S GINGER BEER

You are about to experience the finest ginger
beer in the world. We combine natural flavors
and pure cane sugar to produce a spicy sweet
bite. We craft our gourmet beverages with great
care in small batches using the finest ingredients
and triple-filtered water to create the purest
sodas with exceptional old world flavor.
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24/1/12oz btl. #11701

4/6/12oz btl.

#11700

SODA - WISCONSIN
Berghoff
Brewing Co.

Berghoff

I am Berghoff Beer. I am a son
of the Heartland, and always
will be. I quenched the mighty

thirst of those who worked the earth and those who rolled the steel
and set the rivets, making skyscrapers rise from the prairie. I am rooted
in an era that celebrated the boundless opportunities of the American dream,
the shadow of which still shapes or lives. I am a promise of better times. I am
enduring. Others have come and gone, but I have always held true to my root,
let fashion be damned. I am a survivor. I am the honest taste of pure malt and
the rough perfume of the hop, and never wanted to be any more or less. I am
the real deal. www.berghoffbeer.com

ROOT BEER

1/2 BBL

#10244

During prohibition times, Berghoff offered a
draft style soft drink known as “Bergo,” which
tasted very similar to root beer. When prohibition
ended, Berghoff kept the Bergo tradition alive
by introducing their Root Beer Soda. For over
75 years, Berghoff has offered their root beer in
bottle form. With a cream style taste reminiscent
of the first half of the 20th century, this is any
Root Beer enthusiasts dream.

6/4/12oz btl.

#10255

DIET ROOT BEER

6/4/12oz btl.

#10256

6/4/12oz btl.

#10257

6/4/12oz btl.

#10258

Often regarded as the best Diet Root Beer
available, Berghoff offers a sweet creamy taste
that any fan of bubbly will love, even if they
need to watch their figure. With over 75 years
of experience making flavorful sodas, you can
guarantee even the youngest of Berghoff’s soda
family will make you feel like a German King.

BLACK CHERRY SODA
The delicious prunus serotina, commonly known
as the black cherry, doesn’t disguise itself
behind sugary syrups in Berghoff’s Black Cherry
Soda. Brewed with the intent to please young
and old alike, anyone with an appreciation for
carbonated beverages and classically simple
flavor will love Beghoff’s Black Cherry Soda.

ORANGE SODA
The fruitful citrus of Berghoff’s Orange Soda
won’t make you pucker your lips but will widen
your eyes with joyous pleasure. Brewed from
their classic recipe, this is what orange soda
should taste like. Full of flavor with the perfect
amount of carbonation to awaken taste buds
and bring smiles to any soda-lovers face.
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SODA - IDAHO
Grand Teton
Brewing

Grand Teton
Grand Teton Brewing Company
is the original brewery of Grand
Teton and Yellowstone National

Parks. We have been brewing our handcrafted beers at the base of the
Tetons since 1988. Grand Teton Brewing Company is committed to crafting
only the highest quality ales and lagers. We take measures at every point in our
brewing, packaging and shipping process to ensure that we deliver only the best
beers to you. Our Quality Manager performs multiple tests of every batch at every
stage and conducts daily tastings of our finished brews to guarantee that only
the best possible beers make the journey from our brewery to your glass.
www.grandtetonbrewing.com

BLACK CHERRY SODA

6/4/12oz btl. #35095

All of the flavor, none of the pits! We are proud to
brew this soda with pure Teton mountain spring
water, 100% cane sugar, and a delightful blend of
sweet and sour cherry flavors. This traditional recipe
will surely take you back to a time when things were
simply delicious.

CREAM SODA

6/4/12oz btl. #35097

Vanilla anyone? Our Cream Soda is packed to the
rim with a variety of different styles of vanilla and
brewed with pure Teton mountain spring water and
100% cane sugar. We set out to create a flavor profile
that is as unique as the mountain habitat we brew in.
With a light body yet full flavor this cream soda will
surely remind you of what it's like to be a kid again!

MOUNTAIN BERRY

6/4/12oz btl. #35096

Our Mountain Berry soda is a true tribute to the
wild fruit of the mountains. This unique blend of
huckleberry, blueberry and blackberry is kettle
brewed with pure Teton mountain spring water
and 100% cane sugar. One taste and you'll be
berried in the flavor!

ROOT BEER
The same recipe you've come to know and love in
Old Faithful Root Beer, our kettle brewed root beer
is a true classic. We brew this root beer with only
the finest ingredients including pure Teton mountain
spring water, 100% cane sugar, sassafras, vanilla,
and just a hint of wintergreen. This refreshing blend
is sure to satisfy even the most demanding root beer
enthusiasts. It also makes a great root beer float!
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6/4/12oz btl. #35096

DOMESTIC - PENNSYLVANIA
Pittsburg
Brewing Co.

Pittsburg Brewing Co.

From it’s beginnings in 1861,
Pittsburgh Brewing Company
has always been committed to

a few things: deep roots in the Pittsburgh community, strong
tradition, innovation, and of course, brewing great beer. We’ve been at it
for over 150 years, and with every bottle we keep getting better.

IRON CITY

4/6/12oz btl. #26002

IRON CITY LIGHT

4/6/12oz btl. #26001

AMERICAN BEER

1/24/12oz can #26015

American Lager
4.5% abv
The signature beer of Pittsburgh since 1861, Iron City
was once delivered to Pittsburgh's neighborhoods
by horses. This premium lager beer is still being
brewed fresh daily at the Brewery on Liberty Avenue in
Lawrenceville. The retro logo, reestablished in 1999,
brings back the original design and reinvents itself
to the younger generation. The logo, however, is a
reminder to all beer drinkers that the folks at Iron City
haven't forgotten the quality, integrity, and tradition of
it’s flagship brand.

Light Lager
4.15% abv
Unlike other light beers that only add water, IC Light is
actually brewed to be light from start to finish. It has
been brewed as a low carb beer for over 25 years.
Compare these numbers and ask yourself, why settle
for a low carb copy?

American Lager
4.5% abv
American beer, brewed proudly in Pittsburgh PA USA.
Aromas of a small sweet malt and has a malt taste.
A beer anyone can be proud of.
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DOMESTIC - WISCONSIN
Pabst
Brewing Co.

Pabst Brewing Co.

The fourth largest brewing
company in America, Pabst
Brewing produces over 25 beers,

including iconic brands like Pabst Blue Ribbon, Schlitz, and Old
Milwaukee. Our company’s 160 year heritage has always been creating highquality products with a sense of place. From our first “blue ribbon” in 1876 to our
current roster of gold-medal winning products, our brands are wedded to the
history of the country and region in which they are produced, whether it’s Lone
Star in Texas, Ballantine in New York, or Stroh in Detroit. These products have
been brewed for over 100 years, becoming a part of the region and every day
lives of the people. www.pabstbrewingco.com

1/2 BBL

PABST BLUE RIBBON

American Lager
4.65% abv
A premium lager brew crafted with a hefty infusion
of 6-row barley in its ingredient package, a carefully
balanced carbohydrate profile from corn syrup, and
a unique combination of Pacific domestic hops
blended with an imported Yugoslavian variety.
Fermented with a pure culture of yeast and aged
at high gravity, PBR is cellared and finished to the
smooth, robust likeness of a fine Pilsner.
2/12/16oz can #40121

4/6/16oz can

#40126

SCHLITZ

2/12/12oz btl. #40115

2/12/12oz can #40122

1/24/12oz can #40127

1/30/12oz can #40117

12/24oz can

#40119

12/40oz btl.

#40116

1/2 BBL

#10008

American Lager
4.5% abv
Schlitz balances its malted barley flavor with an
infusion of corn extract for greater drinkability—light
on the tongue but loaded with flavor. A smooth blend
of Cascade, Willamette, and Mt. Hood hop varieties
is punctuated with a high level of carbonation that
tingles the taste buds. Just the right amount of
alcohol enhances the blend with flavor and zest.

4/6/12oz btl.

#10010

1/24/12oz can #10025

4/6/16oz can

OLD MILWAUKEE BEER

1/24/12oz can #10175

1/30/12oz can #10181

American Lager
4.55% abv
Old Milwaukee beer is brewed with several pedigree
varieties of blended 6-row malt, specially processed
corn syrup, and two complementary varieties of hops.
A tried and true brewing process and fermentation
profile converts these basic ingredients to a fullbodied, carefully balanced beer, high in extract,
moderate in alcohol, low in satiability.
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#40105

2/12/12oz btl. #10011

#10026

DOMESTIC - WISCONSIN

Pabst Brewing Co.

OLD MILWAUKEE LIGHT

1/24/12oz can #10225

OLD MILWAUKEE NON-ALCOHOLIC

1/24/12oz can #10194

STROH’S

2/15/12oz can #10357

OLD TANKARD ALE

1/2 BBL

#10027 1/2 BBL

6/4/16oz can

#10028

American Light Lager
3.88% abv
Lean at 113 calories and 8.6 grams of carbs per
serving, Old Mil Light flourishes at 3.88% ABV. Similar
in malt ratio to Old Mil but different in mashing profile,
Old Milwaukee Light shifts the balance of extract and
alcohol to a light beer drinker’s specifications. The
hopping protocol remains similar to the full calorie
version so that taste character and aroma is retained.

NA Lager
0.4% abv
Old Milwaukee NA satisfies the drinker’s affection for
beer without the burden of alcohol. Rich in all the
attributes of beer, save one, OMNA quenches even the
heartiest of thirsts with robust flavor, balanced hopping,
and low calories. At 12 grams of carbohydrates and
0.4grams of protein, OMNA offers full flavor at the
expense of only 58 calories and zero fat.

1/30/12oz can #10358

American Lager
4.5% abv
A full-bodied American lager unlike most, Stroh beer
sports a craft brew pedigree. Enriched with hop
varieties usually found only in craft brews, Stroh
lager offers a distinct and distinguished taste with a
preponderance of Cascade and Willamette hops from
the great Northwest. Pungent and pleasing, Stroh
stands apart from the usual lager taste profile in flavor.

American Pale Ale
5.8% abv 35 ibus
Backed by more than 170 years of brewing
experience, there’s no question as to the quality and
flavor of this post prohibition icon. Brewed with 2-row,
imported Cara-Munich and Cara-Aroma malts with
Nugget, Liberty, Willamette and Cascade hops, this
classic ale exhibits the fruitiness and maltiness of an
extra special bitter.

#10029
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SPIRITS - Austria
Glunz
Tradition

Glunz Tradition

Glunz Tradition Premium
Spirits are distilled
exclusively for Louis Glunz

Beer Inc. by the Freihof Destillerie situated in the village of
Lustenau, Austria. The supreme climatic conditions of this area
where it is home to over 40,000 fruit-trees: apple, pear, apricot, plum
and cherry. It was only natural that this bounty of nature should have
been turned into cider and distillates. This special selection of brandies
provide for an excellent after dinner drink and are best served chilled.

MARILLE APRICOT FRUIT BRANDY

6/1L btl.

#40005

1/1 L btl.

#40006

OBSTLER APPLE & PEAR FRUIT BRANDY

6/1L btl.

#40001

1/1 L btl.

#40002

6/1L btl.

#40003

1/1 L btl.

#40004

Fruit Brandy
40% abv
Distilled using fresh ripened Apricots, this distinctive
brandy provides for an enjoyable compliment to
any dessert or conversation. Serve chilled. Glunz
Tradition Marille was awarded a Silver Medal for
the 2007 International Review of Spirits by the
Beverage Testing Institute.

Fruit Brandy
40.0% abv
Combining ripened Apples and Pears has created a
wonderful brandy that provides a sweeter choice for an
after dinner drink. Serve chilled. Glunz Tradition Obstler
was awarded a Silver Medal for the 2007 International
Review of Spirits by the Beverage Testing Institute.

WILLIAMS PEAR FRUIT BRANDY

Fruit Brandy
40.0% abv
Distilled using fresh smaller and sweeter ripened
pears give this brandy a clean and distinctive finish
as a compliment to a meal. Serve chilled.
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SPIRITS - Austria
Freihof
Destillerie

Freihof Destillerie

Freihof Destillerie is located
in the village of Lustenau,
Austria where it was

discovered that this Rhine-valley and the environs of Lake
Constance offered supreme climatic conditions for horticulture. With
over 40,000 fruit-trees, it was only natural that this bounty of nature
should have been turned into cider and distillates. It was in 1885
that the grand-father of the present owner added a cider making and
distilling facility to his country inn “Zum Freihof”, and from this humble
origin Freihof Distillery received it’s name and direction.

FREIHOF MARILLE

6/750mL btl.

#40007

1/750mL btl.

#40008

6/750mL btl.

#40009

1/750mL btl.

#40010

6/750mL btl.

#40011

1/750mL btl.

#40012

Fruit Brandy
40% abv
The apricot, in Austria designated as Marille, ranks
among the oldest kinds of fruit. Their bowl is orangeyellow, red dotted and richly smells of sweet flavors.
The fruit’s texture is gold-yellow, juice-rich and sweet
of spiceful, noble taste providing a wonderful sipping
experience.

FREIHOF WILLIAMS PEAR
Fruit Brandy
40% abv
The Williams Christian pear, an English pear, dates
back to end of the seventeenth century. The flesh
of the fruit is yellowish-white, very fine in texture
and juice-rich. This fruit provides a delicate and
distinctive finish. Freihof Williams Pear was awarded
a Silver Medal for the 2007 International Review of
Spirits by the Beverage Testing Institute.

FREIHOF OBSTLER
Fruit Brandy
40% abv
The Rhine Valley provides the fruit of apples and
pears used in this brandy. This combination gives
a wonderful smell of apples and pears and a finish
that is clear and distinctive.
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SPIRITS - AUSTRIA
EDELWEISS
Fruit Brandy
40% abv
The superior EDELWEISS fruit distillates are gained
from handpicked fruits, sun ripened in the clear
skies of the mountain valleys in the Austrian Alps.
100% pure fruit brandy is the decorative glass
flask with the edelweiss flower on the bottle.

FREIHOF JÄGERTEE

Fruit Brandy
13-16% abv
Traditionally Jägertee was brewed by the hunters
in the alps using tea, rum, spirits and spices – an
alcoholic “Punch” with about 13 – 16% volume to
warm the heart and soul on cold winter days and
nights. Freihof was the first to develop a 40% volume
concentrate which easily can be diluted with boiling
water to get this fantastic Austrian specialty.
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Freihof Destillerie
WILLIAMS-PEAR
6/200mL btl. #40014 6/750mL btl.

#40018

MARILLE-APRICOT
6/200mL btl. #40015

6/750mL btl.

#40017

1/1 L btl.

#40019

OBSTLER
6/200mL btl.

#40016

6/1L btl.

#40013

SPIRITS - BELGIUM
The Owl
Distillery

The Owl Distillery

The Owl Distillery represents a
prestige diversification for the
regional agricultural industry

whilst respecting the environment and fulfilling the specifications
for distilling an excellent Single Malt whisky. “The Owl” is a legendary
bird, widespread in the forests of Belgium, and symbolizes knowledge and
wisdom: knowledge for distilling the best The Belgian Owl, Belgian Single Malt
Whisky, and the wisdom needed when tasting it. http://www.belgianwhisky.
com/en/products-3.html

THE BELGIAN OWL
SINGLE MALT WHISKEY

1/750 mL

#23367

6/750 mL

#23366

Belgian Single Malt Whiskey 46% abv
The Belgian Owl Single Malt Whiskey is the first Belgian
whiskey ever made with barley grown in Belgium. It
is the outcome of the determined efforts of Etienne
Bouillon, a master distiller from Liege.
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SPIRITS - GERMANY

Julius Hasenburg KG

Julius Hasenburg KG
APPLE JUPP

12/1L

#50005

BERGISCHER DOPPEL-WACHOLDER

1/750 mL

#50011

Cordial
38% abv
Fresh fruit makes this brandy a wonderful sipping
treat. The distinctive sweet flavors of apples is a
wonderful after dinner drink to finish any meal. Store
bottles in freezer to ensure that the presentation of
Apple Jupp is ice cold. Prost!

12/750 mL

#50010

Double Gin
38% abv
A German specialty Gin made from selected Juniper
berries. Only the finest Juniper berries are gathered
to produce this mellow and smooth tasting that gives
it a unique taste. Serve chilled.

Uerige Obergaerige Hausbrauere
Uerige Obergaerige Hausbrauerei was built in 1632 and converted to
a brewpub in 1862 in Dusseldorf, Germany. The Uerige Brewery
has established the Duesseldorfer interpretation of Altbier as the
classic of the style. On February 13, 2008, the STICKUM annex was inaugurated.

UERIGE STICKUM DISTILLED

Distilled Beer
42% abv
This is distilled from Uerige DoppelSticke Alt and
matured in Spaetburgunder Rotwein barrels (a
type of pinot noir). Complex like a fine single malt
whiskey, yet incorporating a distinct herbal nature
due to the source beer's hops.
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4/750mL btl.

#36561

1/750mL btl.

#36562

SPIRITS - GERMANY Steinwaelder Hausbrennerei Schraml
Steinwaelder Hausbrennerei Schraml
The distillery and meadery Schraml is an established family business located
in the Old Provost’s Heritage Village, a former convent and rectory, with a
rich history. Located at the foot of the Nature Park Steinwald, mountains,
strange rocks, white-water, ponds and plenty of forest characterize this beautiful area.

EDELSTER AVENTINUS

Distilled Beer
40% abv
Aventinus Weizen Doppelbock in its distilled form
maintains its beautiful banana and dark strawberry
nose combined with black peppery hop spice and
hints of basil and clove. Its smooth, sticky mouthfeel
compliments the fruity malt sweetness (strawberry/
pear/banana becoming vanilla) in perfect balance
with the acidity and black-pepper bitterness.

1/750mL btl.

#36733

6/750mL btl.

#36728

WHISKEY BARREL
6/12.7oz btl. #38700

6/750mL btl.

#38703

CHARDONNAY BARREL
6/12.7oz btl.
#38701

6/750mL btl.

#38704

Brauerei Heller-Trum
Brauerei Heller-Trum located in the middle of the old part of Bamberg,
directly underneath the cathedral in the Schlenkerla Brewery and Taver.
It was first mentioned in 1405, and now ran by the Trum family in the
6th generation. It is the original Schlenkerla Smokebeer, a Bamberg Specialty.
http://www.schlenkerla.de/

AECHT SCHLENKKERLA DISTILLED

1/750mL btl.

#38608

4/750mL btl.

#38607

Distilled Beer
40% abv
Traditional Frankonian Beer Spirit distilled from
Schlenkerla Smoke Beer and matured on Schlenkerla
smoked malt for several months.
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SPIRITS - GERMANY
Privatbrauerei
Heinrich Reissdorf

Privatbrauerei Heinrich Reissdorf
The largest Kolsch
brewery is Privat–
Brauerei Heinrich

Reissdorf & CO., established in 1894 in the center of Cologne by
Heinrich Reissdorf. After his death in 1901, Reissdorf’s wife took over the
brewery until 1908 when her five sons began managing her brewery. During
WWII, the brewery along with Cologne was heavily bombed. Only one mash tun
survived, and the brewery was rebuilt in 1945. In 1988, construction began on a
new, state-of-the-art, computer-controlled, stainless steel brewery on the outskirts
of Cologne in an area named Rodenkirchen, where production occurs today.

REISSDORF KOELSCH EDELSTER

1/750mL btl.

#23542

REISSDORF BOURBON BARREL

6/750mL btl.

#23544

Distilled Beer
38% abv
Distilled from the classic Reissdorf kolsch. This
clean spirit has an exceedingly malt-sweet palate,
well-balanced acidic notes with almost no bitterness,
and a surprisingly long finish.

Distilled Beer
38% abv
To achieve this beautiful faint-yellow spirit Reissdorf
Kolsch ale has been distilled and matured in oak
barrels that were previously used to age Bourbon
Whiskey. Bitter-wood, tannic notes from the oak
barrels are pleasantly balanced by the malt
sweetness.
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6/750mL btl.

#23543

SAKE - JAPAN
Kiuchi
Brewery

Kiuchi Brewery

The Kiuchi Brewery was established in
1823 by Kiuchi Gihei, the headman of
Kounosu village. His family was collecting

rice from farmers as land taxes for the Mito Tokugawa family. He began his
brewery with the idea of using the remaining rice stocks in the warehouse.

KIKU

(chrysanthemum) is a crest of the imperial household, and SAKARI means 'property'.
Mikio Kiuchi inherited the brewery legacy in 1950. It was the time when the sake
industry flourished as the rapid growth of Japan's economy after the World War II.
Although many sake breweries started mass producing low quality sake due to increased
demand, Kiuchi Brewery maintained their policy of pursuing the best quality of sake
with the optimum ingredients and craftsman-ship. Visit us at Kodawari.cc

KIUCHI NO SHIZUKU
(DISTILLED HITACHINO NEST WHITE ALE)

1/200mL btl.

#23675

12/200mL btl. #23654

Distilled Beer		
43% abv
This is distilled down to an alcohol content of 30%
by volume and then matured in oak barrels with the
addition of coriander, hops and orange peel for one
month. More Hitachino White ale is added and the
product is distilled again to an alcohol content of 50%
by volume . After the second distillation Kiuchi No
Shizuku is matured in oak barrels for six month. It
is then filtered and bottled at a final 43% alcohol by
volume / 86% Proof.

YUZU WINE

Yuzu Wine
8.5% abv
Yuzu {citrus aurantium, citrus junos} is a rare hybrid
citrus fruit of mysterious provenance grown in China,
Tibet but more so in Japan. Its aroma and flavor offer
a rare and complex blend of lime, lemon, grapefruit
and mandarin orange. The Yuzu Wine has these
flavors of lime, lemon, and grapefruit with overtones
of mandarin orange mingle on the palate with
complex notes of mandarin sweetness, tangy acidity
and lemony sharpness challenging all your senses.

ASAMURASAKI

12/16.9oz btl. #23715

1/720mL btl.

#23301

6/720mL btl.

#23300

Red Rice Sake
14% abv
Asamurasaki "Morning Purple Red Rice Sake" by
Kiuchi Sakery Japan, this is a sake made from red rice
and is in fact, a red sake with an unusual taste. Red
rice was cultured in ancient times and is hardly used
any more. This very unique sake is naturally red in
color and slightly sweet with some definite berry-like
aromas and flavors and has a slight "spritz" to the
mouth feel.
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SAKE - JAPAN
TARUSAKE
Sake
15% abv
Tarusake was matured slowly in real Akita cedar
barrels producing settle aromas and flavors of cedar.
This unique sake has some sweetness initially with
some pepper notes, a little bitterness and some
detectable wood.

GEKKAKOW

Kiuchi Brewery
6/720mL btl.

#23671

1/900mL cask #23672

6/900mL cask #23670

12/375mL btl. #23112

1/720mL btl.

#23307

#23303

6/720mL btl.

#23302

KURAHIBIKI

12/375mL btl. #23311

1/720mL btl.

#23305

Sake
16% abv
Kurahibiki is brewed with well polished (43%) special
rice "Yamada Nishiki" which is best for sake brewing.
This is an elegant sake with citrus and melon aromas
and complex flavors.

6/720mL btl.

Vintage Sake
17% abv
Our most prestigious Sake. Gekkakow is brewed
from Yamada Nishiki rice polished all the way
down to 35%. Cold matured for over three years.
Beautifully bright pineapple-coconut scent with
licorice nuances; fine, silky entry with salt-watery
flow, rounded fullness in the middle, and a mouth
watering, nectarine-like finish tinged with a
whispering sweetness.

6/720mL btl.

#23306

KURAKAGAMI

1/720mL btl.

Sake
16% abv
Kurakagami is exclusively brewed for the famous
Japanese sake competition. This brilliant Daiginjo
(rice polished down to 38%) has been awarded
prestigious gold prizes. Please enjoy the rich and well
rounded flavors of this golden sake. Fresh, lacy notes
of honeydew melon and peach skin (classic daiginjo
fruitiness), wet stone and anise seed; silky, almost
oily, textured, buoyantly balanced feel of tropical fruit,
finishing with an emphatic dryness.
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#23304

SPIRITS - SWITZERLAND

Distillery Rohner & Franc

KURASHIZUKU

12/375mL btl. #23310

Sake
16% abv
Kura means sake-brewery, and Shizuku is the first
run of sake. Kurashizuku's flavor, color and fragrance
are enriched by the careful first steaming and
pressing of its rice. Often called "antique" sake,
Kurashizuku is Usu-Nigori, i.e. sake that has some
few sake yeast, rice and koji in the bottle while the
bulk remains behind on the filtering cloth as SakeKasu {"cake"}.

6/720mL btl.

KIKUSAKARI SAKE ASSORTMENT

5/5/180mL btl. #23673

1/720mL btl.

#23309

#23308

5 Bottle Gift Set
This sampler provides for a wonderful introduction
to the many different styles of sake from the Kiuchi
Brewery. Five different 180ml bottles including:
Asamurasaki Red Rice Sake, Kurahibiki, Vintage
Gekkakow, Kurashizuki, and Tarusake. Great for
gift giving.

Distillery Cyril Rohner & Grégory Franc
Gregory Franc & Cyril Rohner are two young absinthe craftsmen from
Neuchâtel and the Jura. They have made controlling and understanding
each stage of manufacture their priority since 2003. After several years,
they are proud to have created their products from start to finish. Starting from nothing, they
have developed the recipe, created their alembic, realized their labels and their website, designed their
packaging, planted their own plants.

ABSINTHE OBSTINEE

1/750mL btl.

#36800

6/750mL btl.

#36799

Absinthe
70% abv
Absinthe is a Franco-Swiss product that has been
distilled for over 100 years. This absinthe verte is
incredibly complex, and the distillation process is
very difficult to control: first, the brewers macerate
plants, then distill. After distillation, the brewers
macerate for a second time with a different
configuration of herbs to give the final product the
subtle aromas lost during distillation. The louche of
this absinthe is gradual and ghostly.
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